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Joppa said Microsoft was working with its partners in the datacenter industry to develop a cost analysis that will help them determine the future viability of fuel cell technology as well as the economics of using fuel cell technology as a general utility. At Microsoft we have a strong commitment to research and development.
We believe that fuel cells present a unique opportunity to achieve energy independence for the whole world, and we are dedicated to working with our partners in the industrial and public sectors to accelerate their development, Joppa added. The device is much smaller and quieter than a traditional generator, James said,
and it completely eliminates tailpipe emissions during day and night operations. The device was tested at Microsofts Technical Computing Group Research & Innovation Center in Redmond, Washington Microsoft is working with customers to develop hydrogen fuel cells, including heavy industry companies and hospitals. Its

efforts are the clearest example of Microsofts push to make its datacenters low carbon, Mazetti said, because Microsoft is rolling out the technology across the globe. After the company met an aggressive deadline to come up with its own clean energy, Microsoft is gearing up for a slew of research and development grants to
advance the technology. It plans to release new contracts for its fuel cell technology in the next few years, including a hybrid model that uses electrolyzer technology to rapidly produce hydrogen from renewable energy and fuel cells to produce electricity. An open research project on Storm Deducer was the first open source

wind storm analysis tool, which was used by many meteorological institutes and research groups worldwide. The first version of Storm Deducer was released in November 2008, and in 2014 Storm Deducer was rewritten from scratch in Microsoft.NET and became the first and only open source wind storm data analysis
software. In 2017 the same year, Storm Deducer was rewarded by the UK Government with the award for UK Prime Minister’s Award for Enterprise 2017.
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Its predecessors in the shipping container power plant business, like Microsofts fuel cell efforts, suffered from spiraling cost and were discontinued. Plug founders and partners Camilla Tischler and Alex Banatz believe they have a better recipe this time, and are running a pilot with a 1 megawatt generator test in Northern Germany. Plug plans to begin full-scale
production next year. The average grid-side time-to-recovery with a backup diesel generator is about 30 minutes. Plug has been a Microsoft partner for four years, and in that time weve seen the type of learning that was very beneficial to the Plug development team," says Lellvik. "Weve taken the best data weve learned from Microsofts engineering resources
and then shaped that into our fuel cell technology, and now were ready to start scaling this up to industrial-sized operations. The same day that the first container came to Plug, the show floor of its first large-scale conference was underway. More than 300 representatives of investors and suppliers gathered to see the latest innovations in transportation and
sustainability. Microsoft and Plug were the clear stars of the show, but Plug and its two co-founders, Tischler and Banatz, werent home just yet. They had left the convention on a private jet to go sightseeing. The plan: surprise their children with the picture of their shipping container in front of the Eiffel Tower. After Plug, Tischler and Banatz spoke with the

Microsoft Innovation Labs here in the Boston region, they had less than a week to assemble and put together the first shipping container of a prototype fuel cell. They struggled to get up to speed on an ambitious set of challenges that would be posed by the container, from the complexity of the technology to the need to lower costs and find reliable suppliers.
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